Abraham, Steven E. [Marketing & Management]


Altschuler, Bruce [Political Science, Public Justice]


Ann, Jean [Curriculum & Instruction]


**Attia, Ashraf M.** [Marketing and Management]


Bennett, Mary  [Library]

Bobrowski, Paula  [Marketing & Management]
See Pamela Cox  April 2002

Card, Robert  [Philosophy]

Chambers, Jean  [Philosophy]

Chaudhari, Ram Das  [Physics, Emeritus]


**Choi, Youngok**  [Computer Science]


**Conrad, David**  [History]


**Cox, Donald D.**  [Biology, Emeritus]


**Cox, Pamela L.**  [Marketing & Management]


See Bobrowski, Paula  Oct. 2002
Crawford, Dean [Accounting, Finance & Law]


See Henry, Eleanor G. April 2002

See Henry, Eleanor G. April 2002

Cushman, Thomas P. [Counseling & Psychological Services]


Dighe, Ranjit S. [Economics]


**Doffou, Ako**  
[Accounting, Finance & Law]

Jan. 2002  
“Pricing Currency Options Under Stochastic Interest Rates and Jump-Diffusion Processes.”  

**Dong, June**  
[Marketing & Management]

Sept. 2002  
Computational Economics 17 (2001) 29-42.

Sept. 2002  
_________ and Anna Nagurney. “Financial Networks and Optimally-Sized Portfolios.”  

Sept. 2002  
_________ and Ding Zhang. “Mathematical Model of Technology Diffusion in Developing Countries.”  

Sept. 2002  
“A Multiclass, Multicriteria Traffic Network Equilibrium Model with Elastic Demand.”  

Sept. 2002  
“Paradoxes in Networks with Zero Emission Links: Implications for Telecommunications Versus Transportation.”  

Sept. 2002  
“Spatial Economic Networks with Multicriteria Producers and Consumers: Statics and Dynamics.”  

Sept. 2002  
_________ and Anna Nagurney.  
Supernetworks: Decision-Making for the Information Age.  

Sept. 2002  
_________, Anna Nagurney, and Ding Zhang. “A Supply Chain Network Equilibrium Model.”  

Falanga, Lauren  [Environmental Research Center]
See Pagano, James  Oct. 2002

Forbes, Geraldine  [History]

Gates, Earl D.  [Technology Education]

Gerber, Barbara  [Counseling & Psychological Services, Emerita]

Goffe, Bill  [Economics]


Helfgott, Michel  
[Mathematics]  

Henry, Eleanor G.  
[Accounting, Finance & Law]  
See Crawford, Dean  
April 2002  

SUNY Oswego Scholarly & Creative Works  
Penfield Library, SUNY Oswego
**Horan, Richard**

[Office of Learning Services]

Oct. 2002  

Oct. 2002  

**Iorrizo, Luciano J.**

[History & Public Justice, Emeritus]

Oct. 2002  

Oct. 2002  

Oct. 2002  

Oct. 2002  

**Isley, Ann**

[Earth Sciences]

Sept. 2002  

Sept. 2002  

Sept. 2002  
_________ Jeffrey R. Chiarenzelli, Clark Alexander, Ronald Scrudato, James Pagano, and Walter Ramirez. “Polychlorinated

Kane, John  
[Economics]  
See Pagano, James  
Oct. 2002  
See Spizman, Lawrence M.  
April 2002  
See Spizman, Lawrence M.  
April 2002  
April 2002  

Kane, Sharon  
[Curriculum and Instruction]  
Oct. 2002  
Oct. 2002  

Karns, Lanny A.  
[Business School, Dean]  
See Abraham, Steven E.  
April 2002  

Kitissou, Marcel  
[Director of Peace Studies]  
See Kumar, Alok  
Oct. 2002  

Kumar, Alok  
[Physics]  
Oct. 2002  
Kurst-Swanger, Karel [Public Justice]


LaLande, John II. [Modern Languages]


Lalonde, Christopher [English]


Lewis, Tracy Karl [Modern Languages]

**Lipsig, Roberta**  
[Accounting, Finance & Law]

See Henry, Eleanor G. April 2002

See Henry, Eleanor G. April 2002

**Markert, Linda Rae**  
[School of Education, Dean]


**Mena, Manuel A.**  
[Marketing & Management]

See Abraham, Steven E. April 2002

**Messere, Fritz**  
[Communication Studies]


**Mian, Sarfraz**  
[Marketing and Management]


**Middleton, DeWight R.**  
[Anthropology]

Nanthakumar, Ampalavanar  [Mathematics]


O’Connell, George  [Art, Emeritus]


Pagano, James  [Environmental Research Center]

See Isley, Ann  Sept. 2002


Peng, Long [Curriculum & Instruction]


See Jean Ann April 2002


**Porter, Gerald**  [Counseling & Psychological Services]


**Ramirez, Walter**  [Environmental Research Center]

See  Isley, Ann  Sept. 2002

See  Pagano, James  Oct. 2002

**Rule, Audrey**  [Curriculum & Instruction]


Rule, William K. [Physics]


Ryniker, Margaret [Public Justice]


See Sgroi, Celia May 2002

Scrudato, Ronald [Environmental Research Center]

See Isley, Ann Sept. 2002

See Pagano, James Oct. 2002
Sgroi, Celia A. [Public Justice]


Shaw, Kenneth [Marketing & Management]

See Abraham Steven E. April 2002

Skolnik, Richard [Accounting, Finance & Law]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Journal/Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Smith, John Kares** [Communication Studies]

Oct. 2002


**Spizman, Lawrence M.** [Economics]

April 2002


April 2002


**Steiner, Evgeny** [Art]

Sept. 2002


Sept. 2002


**Stuck, Mary F.** [Sociology]

March 2002

Sumner, Gregory M.  [Environmental Research Center]

See Pagano, James Oct. 2002

Tiballi, Terry R.  [Mathematics]


Turco, Lewis  [English, emeritus]


Vanouse, Donald  [English]

Waterman, Betsy B.  [Counseling & Psychological Services]


Whittinghan, Georgina  [Modern Language]


Wray, K. Brad  [Philosophy]


Young, Elizabeth  [Library]

Young, Rosalie  [Public Justice]

Zakin, Helen J.  [Art]

Zhang, Ding  [Marketing & Management]
See June Dong  Sept. 2002